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Attenuation coefficients for propagation under SID conditions are deduced from records 
of atmosphe~ic noise, for the freq uen~y range of 3.5 to 50 kilocycles per second. These are 
compared wIth t he values under normal daytime circumst ances. It is shown that the 
advent of SID implies little change .in attenuation between a bout 12 and 20 kilocycles 
per second ; above thIS range t here IS a markedly decreased attenuation while below 12 
kilocycles per second t here is an even more pronounced increase in the ~ttenuation coef
fici ell ts.. The principle. of a~ impr<;lved r ec<;lrder of the changes in atmospheric noise associ
ated WIth SID condItIOns IS outlIned; thIS recorder would discriminate between source 
effects indepcndent of the SID an d propagation influences solely attributable to the SID. 

1. Introduction 

The behavior, during propagation under normal 
11aytime conditions! of radio waves of very lo~v 
I:c requency (VLF) , IS now well established. It IS 
known that the propagation is within the wave
Iguide formed by the earth and the lower edO'e of 
the ionospheric D layer . Attenuation coefficients 
in the VLF range (3 to 30 kc/s) have been deduced 
psing the mode theory [Wait, 1957], and have also 
been derived experimentally from observations of 
~tmospherics [Chapman and Macario, 1956] and of 
~ongwave transmitters [Wat~ and Plush, 1959). 
The agreement between expenmental and theoretI
cal results has b een good, and tbe increasinO' ree
::1 gnition of such refinemen ts as the illfluenbce of 
gro~nd conductivity, the effect of the earth's mag-

etIe field , and so on, is likely to lead to still better 
~ccord . 

One influence that considerably affects daytime 
VLF propagation is the slldden ionospheric dis
Iturbane~ (SID ). It is now generally agreed that 
'il, SID IS caused by an in creased flux of X-rays 
:emitted by the sun during a solar flare [Friedman , 
11959]. These X-rays eohan?e. the ioni~at!on. in 
fhe D layer . O~e. aspect of thIS mcreased 1011lZatLOn 
.s that an addltlOnal shallow bulge of electrons 
[orms upon the underside of the normal D region. 
fhe exact shape of the bulge depends upon the 
pectral distribution of the X-rays in the incident 
. ux [Pierce and Swift, 1960]; in all case, however, 
the depression of the D layer will be greatest at 
~he subsolar point, and there will be appreciable 
c:ffects upon the D region with~n a radills of at least 
D, OOO km from the subsolar pom t. 

As regards propagation at VLF the influence of a 
~IP may be rep~'esented as a narrowing of the wave
",mde and, pOSSIbly, a change of the effective con-
r----
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duetivity at the upper boundary of the guide. Con
sequences upon propagation may therefore be 
anticipated and these are indeed found. The main 
effects are sudden phase anomalies ( P A) in which a 
phase-change in the skywave from a manmade 
transmitter is detected, due to the depression of the 
D re flecti~g layer; sudden anomalies in field strength 
(SF A) whIch resu lt from t,he changed phase relation
ship between the ~ky:wave and the groundwave, 
agam from an artIfiCIal transmitter; and sudden 
enhancements of atmospherics (SEA) in which an 
increase of the noise due to distant thunderstorms is 
observed (typically at a frequency of 27 kc/s). SPA 
and SF A studies indicate that for a specific electron 
density an average SID lowers the D layer by some 
5 km [Bracewell and Straker, 1949]. 

Although, as already mentioned, VLF attenuation 
coefficients have been widely obtained for normal 
conditions, the same information does not app ear to 
have been derived under SID circums tances. The 
essential raw ma terial, namely tho ch anges observed 
in field strengths, has however been available for 
some time. It is the purpose of this note to attempt 
to obtain some indication of the VLF attenuation 
coefficients, during a SID , from data upon atmos
pherics. 

2 . Normal Daytime Attenuation Coefficients 

Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the 
attenuation coefficient and freq uency during normal 
daytime propagation. Two curves are shown. The 
first curve was deduced by Chapman and Macario 
[1956] from observations of atmospherics. The 
second is that d erived by Watt and Plush [1959] 
largely on the basis of observations of manmad~ 
transmitters, and is described as being an average 
for a mixed path. There are divergencies between 
the two curves but these are not entirely unexpected. 
Even if D layer ionospheric conditions were uniform 
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FIGU RE 1. Attem,ation coefficients for normal dayti me condi
tions. 

during daylight irrespective of solar altitude, such 
influences as ground conductivity and the direction 
of propagation with respect to the earth's magnetic 
field would still be important. These iNfluences 
may lead to systematic deviations from "average" 
behavior. For instance, it is not unusual for the 
main sources of atmospherics received at a particular 
station to lie within a restricted geographical area; 
this implies that the attenuation coefficients, 0 b
tained from such observations of atmospherics, will 
be representative of a certain path, of its orientation 
with regard to the magnetic field and of the con
ductivity along its ground boundary, rather than of 
more general conditions. 

3 . Basic Data and Its Analysis 

Wait [1958] has given the following expression for 
the vertical electric field E (in millivolts/meter) at a 
great circle distance d from a source radiating P kw: 

300 ( PA }! 
Ec::::'. - , ~ . (d/) exp (-ad), /, \. a Sill a 

(1) 

where a is the radius of the earth, h the height of 
the ionospheric reflecting layer in kilometers , A is 
the wavelength in kilometers, and a the attenuation 
factor. Equation (1) assumes that only a single 
mode is dominant, but this is a fail' approximation 
up to 30 kc/s and for distances in the range 1,000 
to 2 000 lan, and almost completely true for d greater 
tha~ 2000 Ian; thus (1) is valid in the study of 
distant' atmospherics. Equation (1), howover, is 
likely to be increasingly incorrect as the freq\l~ncy 
rises above 30 kc/s. UncleI' normal condltlOns 
(suffix N ) (1) may be written as 

E 300 { P'A } ~ ( I) (2) 
1 N= hN a sin (d/a) exp - aNG . 

If atmospheric noise is being received, then the 
advent of SID conditions (suffix S) will not cause 
P or d to change and 

300 { PI. }! 
E s= hs a sin (d/a) exp (- asd) . (3) 

Hence (4) 

it being assumed that EN and Es are compared at 
the same frequency. Equa tion (4) may be con
verted into the form 

(5) 

in which the units for as and DIN are now the familiar 
db/1,000 km. Thus if records of E N and E s are 
available together with estimates for d, hN, and 
hs, (DlS-- aN) can be deduced, and , knowing aN, DIS 
obtained. 

Four sets of data in the published literature give 
the ratio E N/E s at different frequencies and are 
therefore particularly suitable for the application of 
eq (5). These instances are in the papers by Gardner 
[1950], by Obayashi, Fujii, and Kidokoro [1959], 
and by Oba.yashi [1960]; this last paper contains two 
examples. Internal evidence within Gardner's paper 
suggests that 1,500 Ian is a good estimate for the 
distance of the noiso sources ; the reliability of this 
estimate is enhanced by the fact that Gardner 
worked in close collaboration with the Sferics 
Locating Network of the British Meteorological 
Office. It remains to determine hN/hs before (as- [ 
DIN) can be calculated. hN/hs is not far removed 
from unity and the enol'S in its estimat.ion are 
considerably less than those implicit in. assigning 'I' 

a value to d. 70 km is a commonly accepted value 
for hN' while hs may be taken as (65 ± 5) Ian [Brace
well and Straker, 1949] the extremes conesponding 
to the slightest and to the most intense SID. Thus 
hN/hs= 1.08. Values of E N/E s were obtained from 
Gardner 's paper and, using eq (5) , (as- aN) was 
calculated over the frequ ency range 3.5 to 50 kc/s. I 
The results are represented by curve (a) on figure 2. 

Similar information to that of Gardner is given 
in the much later paper by Obayashi and coworkers 
[1959], Here the frequency range is restricted to 
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FIGURE 2. Diffe"ence betueen attenuation coeJficients for 
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10 to 50 kc/s. There is no direct evidence in the 
paper as to the distances of the sources of atmos
pheric noise. However, the SID concerned occurred 
between 0~30 apd 0500 U .T . on 16 August 1958. 
AtmospherIc nOISe records for t hi day indicate no 
local. sources, w:hile sferics bearing observations 
covenng the penod of the SID show the activity 
to b e to the east and to the southwest of Japan 
[IGY. Data, Japar: , 1~591. It seems plausible to 
assocIate these dIrectIOns r espectively with the 
main storm centers in the Americas and in SE Asia. 
The activity in the Americas will b e dying with the 
~dvent.of local n~ght ; tl~at in S.E Asia will be rapidly 
m creasmg the tIme bemg adjacent to local noon. 
In atmospheric noise m easurem ents the nearest 
storms are the dominant factors [Horner 1960]· 
thus the S~ Asia center is likely to be more i~portant 
than that m the Americas. Furthermore, it is the 
closer parts of the SE Asia center that will be most 
vital ; this effect is enhan ced b,~ the influence of time 
since maximum thunderY acti~it\~ occurs in the local 
afternoon, .and it is generally in·' the nearer parts of 
the SE ASIa center to J apan, that, at t he time of 
the SID, the l~cal . maximum is n:ost closely ap~ 
pro ached. Considenng all factors, It seems reason~ 
able to identify t he principal sources of the atmos
pherics as being within the nearest landmasses to 

; the sout~cast of J apan, and to take d as being 2,000 
km. Usmg hN/hs= 1.08 , the values of (as-aN) 
were calculaLcd as before and are r epresen ted by 
curve (b) on fig ure 2. 

Obayashi [1960] h as given two further examples 
of . enhancements ?f atmospheric noise which are 
smtable for analYSIS. These are for 29 M arch 1959 
and 16 June 1959. The distance of the sources 
of noise for the first instance is estim ated at 2 000 
km, and Obayashi states that the storms ,~ere 
rather closer for the second enhancem ent · d= 1 500 
km would seem to be a r easonable mean e~timate in 
this .case. Using hI'f/hs= 1.08 as before, t he r esults 
obtamed are shown m curves (c) and (d) on figure 2. 

The agreement between the four curves in figure 
2, fo!' th.e range of 8 to ~5 kc/s, is surprisingly good 
considermg the speculatIve nature of t be esLirn ates 
for d in particular. Above 35 ke/s and below 8 
kc/s, the signal strengths involved are low, and 
thus the results are more prone to errors. This 
effect may account for the spread between 35 and 
59 kc/s, b~t seems quite inadequate to explain the 
dIscrepancIes below 8 kc/s. Here the divergence 
bet\~een Gardner's aJ?d Obayashi's work is very 
conSIderable. The estimate for d is probably better 
for Gardner.'s observt.tti~ns th~n for Obayashi 's; 
h?wever, thls factor IS m sufficIent to enable the 
disagreement~ to b~ reconciled, and further experi
mental work IS obVIOusly desirable. 

An intriguing feature of t hree of the curves on 
figure 2 is a maximum value and then a drop in 
(as-aN) as frequency decreases below 10 kc/s. If 
this trend is continued i t is probable that at some 
lower frequency, possibly in the extremely low fre
quency (ELF) range «3 kc/s), (as-aN) will become 
negative as it is at frequencies above about 15 kc/s. 

It might be predicted that a SID will produce a n 
enhancement. of atmo~pheric noise above 15 kc/s; a 
decrease at mtermedlate frequencies; and an en
hancement again in the ELF band. This kind of 
predicted behavior, which would have analogies with 
the .usual var:iation of aN with frequency, could 
readily be verIfied by an extension of experimental 
observations to lower frequencies . 

4. Discussion 

. Figure. 3 is an attempt to summarize the preceding 
mformatIO~ . Curve (a) is an average representation 
for aN der~ved from the two graphs of figure 1. 
Curve (b) IS a composite graph for as· it was ob
tained by considering the four curves' of figure 2 
de~ucing w~ighted m ean values for (aN-aS), anci 
usmg ~hese, m conjunction with curve (a) of figure 3 
to derive curve (b). 

It is appareJ?t from figure 3 that the frequency 
of 27 kc/s whICh has been established for many 
years [Bureau , 1937] as an indicator of enbance
m~~ts in atmospherics is a good choice, since the 
mmunum of as IS close to 27 kc/s and the chano-e 
between aN and. as is considerable. It is equally 
true that the chffereoce between aN and as are 
most marked for the lower frequencies and the 
~eCI·ease.in atmospherics over that frequ~ncy range 
IS potentlally a more sensitive indicator of the effects 
of a S.ID t han is the enh ancement at frequencies 
~xceedmg some 15 kc/s. This is particularly so 
If the normal storm centers are ufficiently close 
t? the observing station for adequate daytime 
~ lgnal strength to be always present. An intercst
mg feature .of figure 3 is that the band (15 to 20 
k~/s) oc:u~lCd by the mo t important VLF trans
mItters IS ht.tl.e affected in attenuation by the onset 
of SID condItIOns. 

~'he . normal at.mospherics receiver on 27 kc/s 
whICh lS usually mtended as an indicator of the 
sudden enhancements associated wi th a SID can 
~tlso give increased signals produced by s~urce 
effects and not by the propagation chano-es clue 
to the SID. Three main causes may be ~ssi gned 
to such mcreases, namely, an augmentation of the 
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activity in an existing storm center; the develop
ment of a new storm center; and the movement 
of existing activity closer to the observing station. 
It seems possible, upon the basis of figure 3, to pro
duce a reciprocal instrument which would not 
respond to the above source effects, but would 
only r egister a change in propagation conditions 
such as that produced by a SID. The principle 
would be to select t wo frequencies jl and j2, one on 
each side of the normal minimum for a N at around 
18 kc/s, and for which the values of aN are equal ; 
as an example figure 3 indicates that 9 and 35 kc/s 
could be chosen for jl and A Then if E(jl ) and 
E(j2) are the measured fields at jl and j2, the ratio 
E(jl ) /E (j2) should r emain effectively constant irre
spective of al terations in the strengths of the sources 
of atmospheric noise, or of changes in the distances 
of the sources, provided that these are not such as 
greatly to modify the validity of the basic one
mode assumption ; this implies distances always 
greater than some 1,000 km. However if prop
agation conditions are affected as in a SID , the 
ratio E(jl)/E(j2) will alter very considerably be
cause of the changes in attenuation coefficient 
from a N to as. The effect will be especially marked 
being reciprocal at the two frequencies, as is shown 
in figure 3 for the selected frequencies of 9 and 35 
kc/s. Construction of a simple recorder presenting 
the ratio E(jt) /E(j2) directly offers no great difficulty. 

It is outside the scope of this paper to examine the 
interpretation of the as values of figure 3 upon the 
waveguide mode theory. However , there is no 
reason to believe that the values are incompatible 
with the theory, indeed the opposite is rather the 
case and the results are further evidence- although 
th is is hardly necessary- of the general validity of 
the mode interpretation. For instance, it can 
readily be deduced from the work of Wait [1957] 
that a reduction in h from 70 to 60 km, without any 

considerable associated change in ionospheric con
ductivity, produces two graphs very similar to those 
depicted on figure 3. In each case, there is a recipro
cal relative displacement of the two curves, pivoting 
around a common point. 
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